
Appendix 1 – Additional Background Information 

1. Shared Prosperity Fund  

 

1.1 The Conservative Party’s 2019 general election manifesto promised that the new Shared 

Prosperity Fund would “at a minimum” match the level of EU spending in each of the four 

nations of the UK. However, following the announcement by the Chancellor in last year’s 

Comprehensive Spending Review that the Government intends to match the receipts of EU 

Funding allocations and not the actual allocated funding that this may represent a significant 

reduction in the level of replacement funding that will be offered. 

 

1.2 While much uncertainty remains in relation to the design and quantum of funding under the 

Shared Prosperity Fund. It appears the UK Government are intent on designing a post-Brexit 

system for supporting economic growth and regeneration which they believe will improve 

upon the EU framework. As such, the government intends the Shared Prosperity Fund to be: 

 

 Less bureaucratic than EU structural funds, by cutting “overly prescriptive categories”, 

reducing targets and focusing on outcomes over outputs 

 Allocated more quickly than EU structural funds, which can take up to two years to reach 

local areas from the start of the funding period 

 Better targeted to local places and people in need of funding, such as post-industrial 

towns, deprived rural and coastal communities, and the long-term unemployed 

 Better aligned with other domestic policy priorities, such as net zero objectives and 

‘levelling up’, by “enabling more holistic, joined-up investment” 

 Better able to fund projects that span more than one of the UK nations. 

 

1.3 In addition, the government regards the Shared Prosperity Fund as a central plank of its 

strategy to strengthen the union by showcasing the benefits of Whitehall-led investment in 

local and regional economies. The UK government has said that the fund will operate “UK-

wide” with “common branding” for projects that receive support. The 2020 spending review 

stated that the UKSPF would operate UK-wide using new financial assistance powers in the 

UK Internal Market Act. The UK government is expected to publish a UKSPF investment 

framework by autumn 2021, followed by further detail on financial allocations in a full 

spending review.  

 



 

2. Relationship between councils, central government departments and MCHLG 

  

2.1 This new “UK-wide” approach means the devolved governments are expected to play a 

marginal role in allocation decisions within their own territories. This approach from the UK 

government carries risks that could both reduce the effectiveness of the Shared Prosperity 

Fund and undermine its own objectives.  

 

2.2 These include: 

 Duplication of functions, with both UK and devolved governments funding similar 

initiatives in competition with one another. 

 Fragmented provision of services, if the UK government grants money to local projects 

that are not joined up with similar initiatives funded directly by the devolved 

governments. 

 Funding uncertainty for devolved governments and potential local recipients of 

the UKSPF, since there is still little clarity about how funding will be allocated or over 

how long a period. 

 

2.3 Traditionally, EU structural funds were administered on a devolved basis. This meant the 

governments in Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast took the lead in setting the funding priorities 

for structural funds within their territories as part of a ‘UK partnership agreement’ jointly 

signed by the UK government and the EU. Each of the devolved governments then acted as 

the managing authorities for disbursing those funds. The UK government was responsible for 

delivering structural funds only within England, working within the overarching framework 

agreed with the EU. 

3. Regional piece on Shared Prosperity Fund through SOLACE NI 

 

3.1 It is important that councils, particularly as a collective, are strategically aligned and well-

positioned to help make recommendations which influence the future design, management, 

and delivery of this successor to EU funding. 

 

3.3 This work can also ensure that funding programmes involving councils and local government 

are not viewed in isolation, and that councils individually and collectively, consider these 

funds in line with other funding opportunities, such as Peace Plus and City Deal 



Complementary funding. This work will help to establish concrete recommendations on how 

councils can approach these funding opportunities to deliver meaningful projects and 

programmes within and across our local areas. 

 

4. Replacement of EU Funding – consequences for BCC and Local Government Sector 

 

4.1 The loss of EU funding and the lack of clarity around both the format and the quantum of 

the replacement funds will have significant direct and indirect consequences for Belfast City 

Council and other local authorities. 

 

4.2 Since 1994, councils have had the ability to draw down EU funding to supplement local 

authority resources in the delivery of a range of local economic development functions.  The 

nature and scale of interventions have significantly evolved over time.  In the current 

programming period (2014-2020), ERDF funding – matched with Invest NI resources – was 

worth a total of £16.4million (of which more than £3million was allocated to Belfast City 

Council).  When council match funding contributions were factored in, this means that a 

total budget of around £20million was allocated to a range of interventions to support 

business start-up and growth; around £4million each year of delivery in this programming 

period. 

 

4.3 The withdrawal of ERDF and the lack of any clear guidance as to the shape and format of the 

replacement funds will have significant implications for the delivery of business start-up and 

business growth support.   

 

4.3 Business start-up/social enterprise: Since 2015, local authorities have had statutory 

responsibility for a range of start-up and enterprise support activities (including social 

enterprise).  Progress against target is reported annually through the Local Government 

Auditor.  An annual financial transfer of around £412,000 is made to Belfast City Council 

(£3million across all councils) to support delivery of these interventions.  In reality, Belfast 

City Council spend on these areas is generally in the region of £600,000 each year.   Most of 

these resources are allocated to the regional start-up support programme (Go for It) – and 

these funds are supplemented with 80% match funding from Invest NI and ERDF (total spend 

is around £978,064 including eligible go for it costs). 

 



4.5 Go for It is managed on behalf of all the councils by Lisburn and Castlereagh City Council and 

is delivered by Enterprise NI.  Councils acknowledge that the current programme needs to 

be revamped and have recently commissioned research which suggests that, in order to 

achieve the step-change in performance that they wish to see, the level of investment would 

need to increase up to five-fold.  Additional work is under way at present to build a detailed 

picture of costs and to understand the potential delivery model for any future collaborative 

programme.  This work will give a better picture of the level of resources required from each 

council.   

 

4.6 Business growth support: while business start-up/social enterprise is a statutory function 

for councils, business growth support remains a discretionary function.  This support is 

largely focused on post-start-up support for new businesses as well as targeted 

interventions (e.g. digital support; procurement support) as well as sector engagement (the 

key growth sectors in the city as well as those sectors that are not supported by Invest NI 

and other government partners).   Last year, Belfast City Council spent £310,893 (NET) 

(£646,351 total spend including ERDF/Invest NI income) in supporting 475 businesses to 

access one to one support and a further 1,153 who accessed a range of workshops and 

events. Over the ERDF programme period from 2017 – 2023 Belfast City Council have 

secured funding to support the delivery of programmes costing £3,564,493, this will include 

a total contribution from BCC of £712,899.  The total jobs expected to be created through 

this support by the end of the programme period is 2219 in the Belfast City Council area.  

 

4.7 Outside of ERDF support (and the current match funding provided by Invest NI), there is no 

additional mechanism for resourcing the business growth support, and no direct funding 

from government to support this delivery.  This presents a significant risk to the local 

businesses: more than 95% of businesses in Belfast employ 250 people or less and we know 

that many micro businesses in particular have struggled in this challenging economic 

climate.   

 

4.8  Given that a small part of the Belfast City Council district falls within the eligible area for 

rural development funding, businesses located in that area (largely those in Hannahstown 

and Edenderry) are eligible to apply for business grants of up to £5,000 to support a range of 

business growth activities through the EU-funded Rural Development Programme.  There is 

currently a live call for these projects but, given the limited scope for Belfast, it is likely that 



no more than 5-10 businesses will be able to access the funding.  Similar to the ERDF 

funding, this will end in 2023 and is likely to have a significant impact on councils outside of 

Belfast, given the previous funding allocations that were made through the programme.   


